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Abstract— A MIMO antenna with micro strip fed ultra wide
band nature with characteristics of single band notching is
presented in this paper. MIMO antenna has two monopole
antennas. Larger impedance bandwidth is obtained by providing
slots beside the feed line on ground plane. By using parasitic
element on back side of patch band notching characteristics cab
be obtained. Here, antenna size is 44x22x1.6 mm 3. This antenna
operates over the frequency band 4GHz to 11GHz with notched
frequency band 5.1GHz to 5.9GHz. By keeping two monopole
antennas perpendicular to each other, isolation of less than 15dB is obtained and good value of ECC is obtained.

II.

The proposed monopole antenna given in Figure 1 consists
of two monopole antennas. Each monopole antenna consists
of rectangular shaped patch in simple form and ground
plane of two slots and U-shaped parasitic element in
inverted form. The Fr4 material is used as substrate with
thickness of 1.6mm. The Fr4 has 4.4 as the value of relative
permittivity. The width of micro strip feed line is fixed at
1.86mm to have 50Ω characteristic impedance. The size of
10x13.5 mm2 patch in rectangular shape is printed on
substrate. The gap between patch and ground is 2mm and
ground length is 6mm. Ground is printed on back side of
substrate.
The DGS provides additional current path and
inductance and capacitance of the input impedance which
leads to change bandwidth. More improved bandwidth can
be accomplished by having changes in length and width of
slots. As given in figure 1, the inverted U-shaped parasitic
element is placed under rectangular patch and is also placed
symmetrically. The inverted U-shaped parasitic element can
perturb the response of resonance and it can act as half-wave
resonant structure in parasitic form, which is electrically
coupled to monopole rectangular structure [4].
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I.

MONOPOLE ANTENNA DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

UWB technology has been utilizing for systems of
communications. The challenge is that designing of antenna
with UWB nature. Printed monopole antennas are used for
UWB provided by FCC [1]. The impedance bandwidth
enhancement can be accomplished by using notches at the
lower corners of radiator [2], providing a slot in the radiating
element of tapered nature [3], having the notch based
structure in the plane of ground [2], [3]. But UWB frequency
range involves interference to wireless communication
systems like WLAN (5.15GHz – 5.35GHz), so band stop
nature is required in UWB frequency range.
Using U-shaped inverted parasitic element which is
backside of patch, band notching characteristics is
accomplished. By having two slots on both sides of feed on
ground, larger bandwidth is accomplished. Simulated results
are provided.

III.

DESIGN OF MIMO ANTENNA

The above mentioned monopole radiator is taken as
radiator on MIMO antenna system. Two radiators have been
taken to form MIMO system. Two line feeds are used for
excitation of two radiators. To get high isolation or low
mutual coupling, the radiators have to be placed
perpendicular to each other [6]. The corresponding structure
is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1.MIMO Antenna structure
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Fig 2. Input applied at port1 and port2 individually and
other is terminated with 50Ω
It is observed that when port-1 is excited and port-2 is
terminated with 50 Ω then current is accumulated only
around radiator-1 and when port-2 is excited with supply and
port-1 is terminated or loaded with 50 Ω load then the
current is accumulated only around radiator-2.
IV.

Fig 5. VSWR Plot
Form the gain plots measured at phi=0 degrees and phi=
90 degrees it is understood that omnidirectional pattern is
obtained.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The return loss plot is represented in figure 3. By
observing return loss plot, it can be noted that there is
notched frequency band 5.5GHz to 6.5GHz.

Fig 6. Gain plot
The envelope correlation coefficient ECC is to be very
less to have independent nature of patterns
Fig 3. Return loss S11 in dB
By observing isolation plot S21, the conclusion on mutual
coupling can be found. From the plot, it is indicated that
good value of isolation is achieved. In notched frequency
band, the isolation value is higher about -30dB.

Fig 7. ECC plot
V.

A UWB based MIMO antenna with band notched
characteristics is presented. Increased bandwidth is provided
by slots along the line feeding. Inverted U-shaped parasitic
element provides band notched characteristics.

Fig 4. Isolation plot S21 in dB
The impedance matching characteristics can also
be indicated using VSWR plot given in figure 5.
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Envelope Correlation Coefficient of 0.005 is achieved and
which is good amount of value represents that two radiators
are independent.
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